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Configurable Bundles

Configurable Bundle are designed to increase sales and customer satisfaction by reducing the com-
plexity of your products, providing your customers with a self-service tool that guides them through 
the ordering process.

E-Commerce is rapidly growing, enabling businesses to introduce new use cases, like how to simplify the 
purchase of complex products. Traditionally, complicated items that need intensive customization required 
sales consultation from an agent. For many customers, individuality and the ability to purchase a com-
pound product is of great importance, especially in B2B. Shoppers are looking for ways to buy complicated 
sets of products in one place at their own convenience. By simplifying the purchasing process as much 
as possible, Configurable Bundles help you attract and retain customers through personalization and ease 
of use.

How it Works
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Configurable Bundles are created through a template in your Spryker back-end, which contains all the 
metadata of the bundle. Slots within the template contain an assigned product list. You can apply an in-
finite number of slots within your template, simplifying even the most complex product cases. 

In the front-end, the customer is allowed to select one product per slot to put their bundle together as 
desired. As a shop owner you can decide to make certain slots optional as well - allowing the customer to 
skip ahead. The process of the product selection takes place on an additional configurator page. . 

Once the bundle is fully configured, it is grouped and placed in the customer’s shopping cart.
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Wall cabinet horizontal
24x15x15"

Wall cabinet with 2 doors 
30x15x30"

Drawer base cabinet 
30x15x30"

Corner base cabinet 
15x15x40"

Plumbing base cabinet 
15x15x40"

Base cabinet  
25x15x30"

Base cabinet with 3 drawers  
SKU: 12234

Base cabinet with 2 drawers  
SKU: 12235 

Base cabinet with 2 shelves  
SKU: 12236

Base cabinet with pull-out  
SKU: 12237

Base cabinet with wire basket  
SKU: 12238

High cabinet with shelves
15x24x90"

Base cabinet with 
2 drawers
24x15x40"

Slot 5

Slot 4

Slot 3

Slot 7

Slot 2

Slot 6

Slot 1

Slot 8

Example Case
A classic example of how a complex product can be put together as a Configurable Bundle is creating 
your own kitchen. Every cabinet and door, and all its variants, are assigned to individual slots. 

The customer is then able to go to the configurator page and navigate 
through each slot, knowing that each individual slot selection is comple-
mentary with the other. 

Spryker Features Supported 
 – Cart
 – Comment Widget
 – Request for Quote
 – Shared Cart

 – Approval Process
 – Customer Specific Prices
 – Gift Cards
 – Split Delivery
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Opportunities When Using Configurable Bundles
Helpful Guiding Tool
The biggest advantage of Configurable Bundles is you can introduce complex products 
in your online shop that are traditionally sold offline with the help of a sales agent. The 
configurator page reduces complexity by guiding the customer through every necessary 
step of the purchasing process. This simplicity allows you to expand your market reach 
and introduce your product(s) to a new customer base.

Take Advantage of Pricing Opacity
Customers love to get a good deal. However, often times when buying products sepa-
rately the price point of at least one product causes friction, because it feels overpriced. 
Bundling several products and giving the customer the opportunity to configure the 
bundle to their liking, introduces price opacity. This means customers feel less pressured 
to identify the appropriate pricing of every item and accept the total price of the entire 
bundle, e.g. combining the purchase of a more expensive data plan with a new phone is 
often preferred over buying them separately.

Improved Purchasing Experience
Configurable Bundles are often appreciated by customers, because they significantly 
increase convenience. Choosing from a predefined selection of products and adding an 
entire set of items with one click significantly cuts down the purchase time. With a Con-
figurable Bundle, customers can get exposed to new products they may not have been 
sure about buying on their own and end up spending more.

Unified Marketing Efforts
Bundling several items simplifies your marketing efforts. Instead of promoting every item 
separately, they can efficiently be marketed as one Configurable Bundle, cutting down 
marketing costs, saving promotion space, and creating new creative angels for marketing 
campaigns or discount programs.


